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WCPY-FM Quarterly Issues/Programs List

Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

History, Government, Law  Viewpoints/Segment 1            07/05/20 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                  
Enforcement, Race, Crime, (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:22am 08 minutes 
International Relations;
(Social Media, Mental Health,
Technology, Psychology, Writing,
Culture)

Narration: The Texas Rangers (no, not the baseball team) but the western law enforcement agency dating back to 1823 is known for patrolling the rugged 
Texas terrain.  For almost 200 years, its members have protected tiny towns along the border and have helped solve numerous crimes and corruption throughout 
the state.  However, the valiant group also has a darker history filled with corruption, murder, and violence against minorities.  Author and journalist Doug 
Swanson joins Viewpoints this week to share the full picture of the famed Texas Rangers.

(Segment 2) While some of us still prefer pen and paper, many younger people are shifting to everything digital.  And it’s not just for to-do lists or 
communication, but also using platforms like Instagram, Twitter, or Facebook as a daily, reflective ‘online diary.’  However, sometimes this vulnerability in such 
a public setting can lead down a slippery slope.  We discuss the pros and cons of candidly sharing your life on social media. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Autism, Disabilities, Alcohol &   Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      07/05/20 5:32am-5:44am 12 minutes                        
Substance Abuse & Treatment, (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
Education; (Public Health; Con-
sumerism, Economics, Individual
Rights)

Narration: Studies show that people with autism are twice as likely as others to engage in substance abuse, contrary to previous belief that they are 
extremely unlikely to use drugs or alcohol.  An expert and an author who has used alcohol to cope with his autism discuss the developments and their impact.

(Segment 2) The next step in beating the COVID-19 pandemic may be stepped up contact tracing and quarantine of people who’ve had contact with Covid-
positive individuals.  However, many people see that as too expensive and intrusive to be practical.  An expert discusses how it might work, and how it might 
not.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Career, Psychology, Mathematics,  Viewpoints/Segment 1            07/12/20 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                  
History, Gender Equality, Educa- (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:22am 08 minutes 
tion; (Food Production, Business,
Environment, Climate Change,
Health, Technology, Animal Welfare,
Government, Politics, Food Science)

Narration: Texas Hold’Em is the most popular poker game in the U.S. today.  It’s a game of strategy, psychology, and quick decision-making.  Writer and 
professional poker player Maria Konnikova joins Viewpoints to share how she was able to use her background to master the game and amass more than 
$300,000 in winnings in just three years.

(Segment 2) Millions of Americans have embraced plant-based meat like the Impossible Burger, but how do you feel about real meat that’s grown in a petri 
dish in a lab?  If the taste, texture, and smell exactly resembled meat that was traditionally farmed outside, would you eat it?  Lab-grown, cell-cultured chicken, 
beef, and pork is set to hit the mass market in just a few years.  What’s the science and process behind this new technology? 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Eating Disorders, Mental Health   Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      07/12/20 5:32am-5:45am 13 minutes                        
Issues; Health Care, Consumer- (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
ism, Youth At Risk; (Health Care,
Public Health, Youth At Risk, 
Outdoors and Environment)

Narration: Therapists report an increase in orthorexia, a not-yet recognized eating disorder where people become fixated on eating only healthy things 
and/or exercising hours per day.  It can take over an afflicted person’s life and result in physical symptoms much like anorexia.  Experts discuss diagnosis and 
treatment.

(Segment 2) Summer is tick season, and tick bites are common.  However, bites from a couple of types of ticks can produce paralysis and even death if the 
tick is not removed quickly.  An expert discusses.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Homelessness, Poverty, Education, Viewpoints/Segment 1            07/19/20 5:01am-5:09am 08 minutes                  
Child Development, Housing, Non-(Segment 2) 5:12am-5:22am 10 minutes 
profit Organization, Parenting; 
(Social Movements, Religion, 
Violence, Culture, History, Psychology)

Narration: On a single night in the U.S. there are more than five-hundred fifty thousand people homeless, and this number is only set to rise as COVID-19  
has put millions out of work and shattered the stability of the U.S. economy.  As a child or teen who has to deal with homelessness at a young age, it can be a 
tough road of shifting from temporary housing to another shelter.  Giselle Burgess and her five kids were in this position in New York City, so Burgess decided 
to start a Girl Scout Troup named Troop 6000 to help her girls and others in this situation.  We cover the inspiring story of Troop 6000 this week on Viewpoints.

(Segment 2) When you think of a cult, what image pops into your head?  Is it one of violence or extremism?  Is it people in all white praying and worshiping 
a guru?  What exactly defines a cult?  We answer these questions and more this week on Viewpoints. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Health Care, Public Health, Aging, Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      07/19/20 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
Elderly & Senior Citizens, Con- (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
sumerism; (Health Care, Public
Health, Education) 

Narration: Osteoporosis is increasing as America ages.  However, fewer people are being tested for bone density and are agreeing to treatment because of 
side effects of osteoporosis medications.  Experts discuss the devastating effects of increased broken bones and what can now be done to prevent them.

(Segment 2) Doctors already say they’re burned out, but the COVID-19 pandemic is making it worse.  A noted physician educator discusses how burnout 
starts with the way future doctors are taught.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Environment, Architecture, Sus- Viewpoints/Segment 1            07/26/20 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                  
tainability, Technology, Business, (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:21am 07 minutes 
Construction, Urban Planning, Design,
Engineering, Natural Resources;
(Spiritual Studies, Religion, Culture,
History, Psychology, Literature)

Narration: Glass, wood, stone.  These are some of the natural materials that are on the forefront of construction.  Today, a greater number of architects and 
developers are not only thinking about profit and supply, but the additional, sometimes invisible, factors at play when it comes to new buildouts.  These include 
the true benefits to humans, the environmental toll, and the most practical designs that are symbiotic with nature.  We uncover the modern perspective of 
‘conscious construction’ this week on Viewpoints.

(Segment 2) Scientology, is it a religion, spiritual group, business organization?  The group was created in the 1950’s and is headquartered in Los Angeles.  
There’s been much mixed media coverage about Scientology, but, still, most people know little about the claimed religion.  We speak with a former member 
about her involvement and the people who commit their faith, time, and money to Scientology. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Health Care, Public Health, Public Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      07/26/20 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
Safety, Violence & Threats, (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
Elected Officials; (Youth At Risk,
Mental Health, Family & Parenting
Issues)

Narration: State and local public health officials have been under pressure like never before in the COVID-19 pandemic, as citizens and elected officials 
push back against tough restrictions designed to curb the virus.  Some officials have even been threatened.  Feeling their bosses don’t have their backs, a higher 
proportion of officials are quitting than normal, and these essential jobs will be hard to fill with qualified health experts.

(Segment 2) Mental health experts once believed that children were too young to remember traumas well enough to suffer much from post-traumatic stress 
disorder.  Now they know that children as young as two or three years old can be affected, often for the rest of their lives.  An expert discussed PTSD in children 
and its treatment. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Trauma, Stress, Psychology, Med- Viewpoints/Segment 1            08/02/20 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                  
icine, Psychiatry, Mental Health; (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:23am 09 minutes 
(Career, Wellness, Companionship,
Mental Health, Psychology)

Narration: Trauma comes in many shapes and forms throughout life.  Viewpoints speaks with psychiatrist Dr. James S. Gordon in order to better 
understand a person’s reaction to trauma and the body’s resilience in dealing with these stressful events and situations.

(Segment 2) Thousands of Americans are certified “cuddlers.”  You might be asking, ‘What does it mean to be a certified ‘cuddler?’  Christina Hepburn 
joins Viewpoints this week to talk about this relatively new niche and how she’s working to dissolve the stigmas associated with the industry. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Mental Illness, Health Care, Public Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      08/02/20 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                         
Health, Technology; (Organ (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:53am 08 minutes 
Donors, Health Care, Public Health)

Narration: Electroconvulsive therapy still has a stigma, with the reputation of being a painful, disturbing procedure that wipes out memories and, if movies 
are to be believed, even creates zombies.  Experts explain the reality, that ECT is a quiet procedure that provokes a short brain seizure, releasing huge amounts of 
neurotransmitters to reset the brain in what is the quickest and most dependable treatment for severe and often suicidal depression.

(Segment 2) Lung transplants are the least done of all major organ transplants because the lungs are so easily damaged in the death process.  A lung 
transplant surgeon explains using one particularly difficult case as an example. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Divorce, Relationships, Personal Viewpoints/Segment 1            08/09/20 5:01am-5:12am 11 minutes                  
Finance, Marriage, Law, Govern- (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:22am 08 minutes 
ment, Death; (Photography, Tech-
nology, Business, History, Literature)

Narration: There are millions of Americans who live together as husband and wife, but never become formally “married.”  What are their rights?  Who 
gets the house, the car, and the bank accounts if the relationship ends, or one of them passes away?  We speak with a contract and family law attorney who has 
written extensively on the subject to find out how society and the courts views co-habitation relationships.  We also cover what steps co-habiting couples should 
take to still be recognized by the law.

(Segment 2) In the early to mid-1900’s, capturing a picture was cumbersome and complicated and took weeks to process the film.  Then, Edwin Land, 
creator of the Polaroid camera, came along and revolutionized the industry.  Viewpoints speaks with author Ron Fierstein who profiles Land in his book, A 
Triumph of Genius: Edwin Land, Polaroid, and the Kodak Patent War. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Public Health, Children & Youth Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      08/09/20 5:31am-5:44am 13 minutes                          
At Risk, Education, Labor, Issues, (Segment 2) 5:46am-5:53am 07 minutes 
Parenting Issues; (Employment, 
Workplace Issues)

Narration: Many school districts are delaying decisions on whether students will attend in person or will be taught remotely once again to reduce the risk 
of COVID-19 to children and staff.  Experts discuss the methods under consideration to lower risks and whether that will be enough to open for classes.

(Segment 2) People working at home may have no commute and can work in their pajamas, but they may find themselves more exhausted than when they 
worked at the office.  Two experts discuss reasons for this fatigue which include patterns of working at home, and the surprising stress of virtual meetings.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

History, War, Literature, Genocide, Viewpoints/Segment 1            08/16/20 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                  
Race, Ethnicity, Minority; (Cyber- (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:22am 08 minutes 
security, Identity Theft, Technology,
Communication, Literature)

Narration: When Dutch forces surrendered to the Germans in May of 1940, the Nazis gained control of the Netherlands and set in action a plan to 
exterminate hundreds of thousands of Jews and minorities.  Arguably, the most famous voice from that region is Anne Frank, the young teenage girl who wrote 
of her daily life in hiding until she was discovered in 1944 and died in the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp.  While Anne Frank is a prominent voice, there are 
many other stories of those who hid out for years, evading capture and awaiting freedom.

(Segment 2) We’ve all received spam calls and fishy-looking emails that promise us a free vacation or a great bargain that’s too good to pass up.  
Sometimes they even come from a phone contact or your boss asking for help or to download an attachment.  Author and comedian, James Veitch has made a 
name for himself by replying to these scams and continuing the conversation, effectively wasting scammers time as much as they waste ours.  We speak with him 
about his trade and the major telltale signs to look out for in a scam. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Public Health, Public Safety, Fed- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      08/16/20 5:31am-5:44am 13 minutes                          
eral Government, Economics, First (Segment 2) 5:46am-5:53am 07 minutes 
Responders, Minority Issues, Ethics;
(Health Care, Public Health)

Narration: Development of a Coronavirus vaccine is proceeding at a breakneck pace.  What needs to happen to make sure it’s safe and effective?  And if a 
vaccine is successfully made, who should get it first?  Will enough people opt in to get back to normal life, or will COVID-19 be with us for years?  Experts 
discuss.

(Segment 2) A new study shows that people who have type 2 diabetes and are under chronic stress are more likely to have high blood sugar.  The study’s 
lead author and a patient discuss how stress can make diabetes worse and what people can do to counteract it. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Travel, Culture, History, Food, Viewpoints/Segment 1            08/23/20 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                  
Writing, Literature; (History, Law, (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:22am 09 minutes 
Government, Literature, Law En-
forcement)

Narration: For most people this year, traveling seems like a distant memory.  Getting on a plane, taking a train, or even using public transport on a daily 
basis has been largely abandoned with COVID-19.  But once it is safe to travel again, where’s the first place you’d like to go?  Acclaimed travel guide, writer 
and TV host, Rick Steves joins Viewpoints this week to share how you can get the most out of your travels and fully immerse yourself in the local culture, 
people, and history.

(Segment 2) Rewind back to 1896 aboard the voyager ship, the Herbert Fuller.  Just a week into the journey, three people aboard were murdered and there 
were multiple suspects.  The murder trial that follows is historic and helped shape modern law today. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Interpersonal Relations, Communi- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      08/23/20 5:31am-5:44am 13 minutes                          
cations; (Health Care, Sports & (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
Recreation, Disabilities)

Narration: With faces hidden behind masks for COVID-19, we are losing some of the visual information we depend on for smooth communication.  
Experts discuss the awkward encounters and specific looks we’re likely to misinterpret when we can’t see other people’s mouths.

(Segment 2) People who injure their foot often think they have a mere sprained foot or ankle when they actually have an injury that is potentially much 
more severe and disabling if not treated.  Experts explain the Lisfranc joint and injuries that can hurt it. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Criminal Justice, Crime, Govern- Viewpoints/Segment 1            08/30/20 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                  
ment, Mental Health, Addiction, (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:22am 09 minutes 
Psychology, Race, Poverty, Politics;
(Health, Medicine, Stress, Technology,
Research, Literature)

Narration: The U.S. has the largest prison population in the world with more than 2.3 million inmates.  Each year, prisons cost taxpayers 80 billion 
dollars.  But with two thirds of those incarcerated returning back behind bars within a few years, clearly something is broken.  We discuss how some popular 
reforms do more harm than good and what needs to change within the system.

(Segment 2) All humans need some amount of rest, whether that’s five hours or eight.  But how we sleep and the quality of that slumber can vary widely.  
We speak with sleep expert, Matthew Walker, a professor at California-Berkeley, who says getting restful sleep is the single biggest thing we can do to vastly 
improve our mental and physical health. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Public Safety, Federal Govern- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      08/30/20 5:31am-5:44am 13 minutes                          
ment, Disasters & Preparedness, (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
Health Care, Terrorism, National 
Defense; (Health Care, Public
Health, Poverty)

Narration: The next pandemic is only a matter of “when and what,” according to health security experts, who here discuss what’s needed to be ready for a 
variety of possible pandemics and infectious threats, both natural and terror.

(Segment 2) Medicine in the Third World is vastly different than in the U.S., and American doctors sometimes run into unexpected hurdles when they try to 
bring modern medicine to impoverished nations.  One such doctor describes his efforts. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Climate Change, Natural Disasters, Viewpoints/Segment 1            09/06/20 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                  
Pandemic, Science, Literature; (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:22am 09 minutes 
(Cybersecurity, Technology, 
Government, Politics, Information
Technology)

Narration: It’s only September and this year’s wildfires in California are already worse than last year with still months left in peak fire season.  We 
explore the growing challenges facing Californians and what the future holds for the Golden State.

(Segment 2) Today, ex-government employee, Edward Snowden is recognized around the world for his role in leaking highly classified information about 
government mass surveillance.  We explore the benefits and consequences of modern surveillance and how both private business entities and governments are 
acquiring information from millions of Americans. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Environment, Pollution, Climate Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      09/06/20 5:31am-5:44am 13 minutes                         
Change, Flooding, Federal Govern- (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
ment, Economics; (Mental Health,
Business & Industry, Education,
Parenting Issues)

Narration: Rising global temperatures have produced extreme weather and a rising sea level.  Climate scientists fear we may soon reach the point of no 
return, resulting in a hothouse with large portions of the planet uninhabitable.  Authors of a major report on this phenomenon explain.

(Segment 2) Many people who are smart, talented, and successful still believe they are incompetent on the inside and that others will eventually find out.  
This “imposter syndrome” can undermine careers and lead to psychological distress.  Two noted experts in the field discuss origins and how to deal with the 
phenomenon. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Meterology, Science, Climate, Viewpoints/Segment 1            09/13/20 5:01am-5:12am 11 minutes                  
Natural Disasters, Government, (Segment 2) 5:15am-5:22am 07 minutes 
History; (Invention, Career, Bus-
iness, Technology, Music, Arts,
Creativity, Literature)

Narration: Hurricane Laura ramped up to a Category 4 hurricane late last month and was the strongest storm to hit the Louisiana coast in more than a 
hundred and sixty years.  Each year, the most powerful storms during the Atlantic hurricane season typically form between the end of August and early October.  
We speak with two experts to better understand the history of hurricanes and the destruction they wreak each year.  

(Segment 2) Without inventors like Benjamin Franklin or visionaries like Elon Musk, the world would look a bit different.  Both of these people and 
countless others followed their passion, but sometimes it can be hard to slow down and take a risk.  Do you enjoy writing?  Tinkering with tech?  Creating 
music?  Art?  It’s never too late to forge a different career path or side hobby.  We speak with Kickstarter co-founder Yancey Strickler about some of the barriers 
to entry creatives face today, and how to find support within a community.  
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Consumer Safety & Consumerism, Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      09/13/20 5:31am-5:42am 11 minutes                         
Health Care, Economics, Business (Segment 2) 5:44am-5:52am 08 minutes 
& Industry; (Mental Health, Inerper-
sonal Relations)

Narration: Pharmacists are often asked to do more work in less time than they need, and some experts worry it’s causing medication mistakes.  A 
pharmacist specializing in medication safety discusses pressures on pharmacists and what consumers can do to protect themselves.

(Segment 2) Psychologists say there’s more anger in our society than ever.  But they say that should be no surprise, since anger is often a reaction to 
uncertainty and fear.  Two experts discuss the genesis of anger, how it serves a purpose, and how it can be controlled. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Education, Technology, Online Viewpoints/Segment 1            09/20/20 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                  
Learning, Parenting, Child De- (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:22am 08 minutes 
velopment; (Travel, Community,
Music, Education, History, Sports,
Arts)

Narration: Navigating back to school this year has been challenging to say the least.  With switching policies and protocols, everyone is just trying to get 
through the fall one day at a time.  Viewpoints speaks with two education experts about the biggest barriers to learning and what online education technology can 
really offer students. 

(Segment 2) Suffering from a travel bug that can’t be quenched this year?  Chicago writer, Jessica Mlinaric believes that if you look hard enough you don’t 
have to leave your town or city to experience something new.  We cover some of the interesting, historical sites around Chicago and how you can explore your 
own area. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Consumerism, Pets & People,  Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      09/20/20 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                          
Animal Health, Public Health; (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
(Children & Youth At Risk, Edu-
cation, Family Issues)

Narration: Pets are a comfort in difficult times, and the pandemic is no exception.  Animal shelters report a surge in pet adoptions, especially puppies, in 
the last six months, and veterinarians are having to adopt procedures such as telemedicine to deal with the increase while still staying safe.  Experts explain how 
adopting and training a new pet has changed in the pandemic.

(Segment 2) Children are living through a scary time right now and often have little understanding of why their world has been turned upside down.  A 
noted public health expert explains what he’s found about children’s concerns of the pandemic and how parents can answer their questions. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Business, Food Production, Pan- Viewpoints/Segment 1            09/27/20 5:01am-5:12am 11 minutes                  
demic, Transportation, Labor (Segment 2) 5:15am-5:22am 07 minutes 
Issues; (Education, Parenting,
Child Development, Health, 
Mental Health, Technology)

Narration: Americans spent 700 billion dollars on groceries in 2018.  Across the U.S., there are more than 38,000 supermarkets, each stocking thousands 
and thousands of distinct products.  But what is the human cost of this mass consumerism?  Well, the burden largely falls on low-paid workers at each level of 
food production and distribution.  The pandemic has only exacerbated many of these problems. 

(Segment 2) The 2020 school year feels a bit different for the millions of students ‘back to school’ in whatever form that may be.  We speak with two child 
development experts, Dr. Irene Koolwijk and Lindsay Jones, about some of the available resources and methods that parents can use to keep their young ones on 
track. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Health Care, Public Health, Dis-  Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      09/27/20 5:31am-5:44am 13 minutes                          
crimination, Obesity, Education; (Segment 2) 5:46am-5:53am 07 minutes 
(Health Care, Public Health)

Narration: Studies show that medical professionals are as biased as the rest of us against people who are overweight resulting in lectures, misdiagnosis, 
and patients who start avoiding the doctor.  Experts explain the problem, results, and what might be done about it.

(Segment 2) Rheumatoid diseases number around 100, though arthritis is the most well-known.  They can be crippling and sometimes even fatal, but good 
treatments exist.  The key is early detection, as an expert explains. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



WCPY-FM 92.7
Radio Health Journal and Viewpoints
Most Significant Treatment of Issues:

07/01/20 to 09/30/20

Viewpoints

- Addiction 09 minutes
- Animal Welfare 08 minutes
- Architecture 10 minutes
- Arts 15 minutes
- Business 44 minutes
- Career 26 minutes
- Child Development 25 minutes
- Climate 11 minutes
- Climate Change 17 minutes
- Communication 08 minutes
- Community 08 minutes
- Companionship 09 minutes
- Construction 10 minutes
- Creativity 07 minutes



- Crime 19 minutes
- Criminal Justice 09 minutes
- Culture 34 minutes
- Cybersecurity 17 minutes
- Death 11 minutes
- Design 10 minutes
- Divorce 11 minutes
- Education 43 minutes
- Engineering 10 minutes
- Environment 18 minutes
- Ethnicity 10 minutes
- Food 09 minutes
- Food Production 19 minutes
- Food Science 08 minutes
- Gender Equality 10 minutes
- Genocide 10 minutes
- Government 67 minutes
- Health 24 minutes
- History 83 minutes
- Homelessness 08 minutes
- Housing 08 minutes
- Identity Theft 08 minutes
- Information Technology 09 minutes



- International Relations 10 minutes
- Invention 07 minutes
- Labor Issues 11 minutes
- Law 20 minutes
- Law Enforcement 19 minutes
- Literature 76 minutes
- Marriage 11 minutes
- Mathematics 10 minutes
- Medicine 19 minutes
- Mental Health 43 minutes
- Meteorology 11 minutes
- Minority 10 minutes
- Music 15 minutes
- Natural Disasters 20 minutes
- Natural Resources 10 minutes
- Nonprofit Organization 08 minutes
- Online Learning 10 minutes
- Pandemic 20 minutes
- Parenting 25 minutes
- Personal Finance 11 minutes
- Photography 08 minutes
- Politics 26 minutes
- Poverty 17 minutes



- Psychiatry 10 minutes
- Psychology 63 minutes
- Race 29 minutes
- Relationships 11 minutes
- Religion 17 minutes
- Research 09 minutes
- Science 20 minutes
- Social Media 08 minutes
- Social Movements 10 minutes
- Spiritual Studies 07 minutes
- Sports 08 minutes
- Stress 19 minutes
- Sustainability 10 minutes
- Technology 84 minutes
- Transportation 11 minutes
- Trauma 10 minutes
- Travel 17 minutes
- Urban Planning 10 minutes
- Violence 10 minutes
- War 10 minutes
- Wellness 09 minutes
- Writing 17 minutes



Radio Health Journal

- Aging 12 minutes
- Alcohol & Substance Abuse & Treatment 12 minutes
- Animal Health 12 minutes
- Autism 12 minutes
- Business & Industry 18 minutes
- Children 20 minutes
- Climate Change 12 minutes
- Communications 13 minutes
- Consumerism 55 minutes
- Consumer Safety 11 minutes
- Disabilities 19 minutes
- Disaster & Preparedness 13 minutes
- Discrimination 13 minutes
- Eating Disorders 13 minutes
- Economics 43 minutes
- Education 59 minutes
- Elderly & Senior Citizens 12 minutes
- Elected Officials 12 minutes
- Employment 07 minutes
- Environment 19 minutes



- Ethics 13 minutes
- Family 07 minutes
- Family & Parenting Issues 07 minutes
- Federal Government 38 minutes
- First Responders 13 minutes
- Flooding 12 minutes
- Health Care        136 minutes
- Individual Rights 07 minutes
- Interpersonal Relations 21 minutes
- Labor Issues 13 minutes
- Mental Health Issues 35 minutes
- Mental Illness 12 minutes
- Minority Issues 13 minutes
- National Defense 13 minutes
- Obesity 13 minutes
- Organ Donors 08 minutes
- Outdoors 07 minutes
- Parenting Issues 20 minutes
- Pets & People 12 minutes
- Pollution 12 minutes
- Poverty 07 minutes
- Public Health        140 minutes
- Public Safety 38 minutes



- Sports & Recreation 07 minutes
- Technology 12 minutes
- Terrorism 13 minutes
- Violence & Threats 12 minutes
- Workplace Issues 07 minutes
- Youth At Risk 47 minutes



WCPY-FM 92.7
Public Affairs Schedule

07/01/20-09/30/20

Sunday, July 05, 2020 5am-6am
Sunday, July 12, 2020 5am-6am
Sunday, July 19, 2020 5am-6am
Sunday, July 26, 2020 5am-6am

Sunday, August 02, 2020 5am-6am
Sunday, August 09, 2020 5am-6am
Sunday, August 16, 2020 5am-6am
Sunday, August 23, 2020 5am-6am
Sunday, August 30, 2020 5am-6am

Sunday, September 06, 2020 5am-6am
Sunday, September 13, 2020 5am-6am
Sunday, September 20, 2020 5am-6am
Sunday, September 27, 2020 5am-6am


